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A note on some fiber-integrals∫
f=s ρ.(ω/df) ∧ (ω/df )
Daniel Barlet∗.
11/12/15
Abstract. We remark that the study of a fiber-integral of the type
F (s) :=
∫
f=s
(ω/df) ∧ (ω/df)
either in the local case where ρ ≡ 1 around 0 is C∞ and compactly supported near
the origin which is a singular point of {f = 0} in Cn+1, or in a global setting where
f : X → D is a proper holomorphic function on a complex manifold X , smooth
outside {f = 0} with ρ ≡ 1 near {f = 0}, for given holomorphic (n+1)−forms ω and
ω′, that a better control on the asymptotic expansion of F when s 7→ 0, is obtained
by using the Bernstein polynomial of the “frescos” associated to f and ω and to
f and ω′ (a fresco is a “small” Brieskorn module corresponding to the differential
equation deduced from the Gauss-Manin system of f at 0) than to use the Bernstein
polynomial of the full Gauss-Manin system of f at the origin. We illustrate this in
the local case in some rather simple (non quasi-homogeneous) polynomials, where
the Bernstein polynomial of such a fresco is explicitly evaluate.
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1 Introduction.
Consider a complex manifold X of dimension n+1 and a proper holomorphic func-
tion f : X → D to a disc D with center 0, such that for t ∈ D \ {0} the fiber
Xs := f
−1(s) is a smooth complex hypersurface in X . Assume also that we have a
(n+1)−holomorphic form ω on X . Then the asymptotic expansion at the origin of
the function
s 7→
∫
Xs
(ω/df) ∧ (ω/df) (*)
and the study of poles of the meromorphic extension of the integrals
1
Γ(λ+ 1)
.
∫
X
|f |2λ.f¯h.ρ.ω ∧ ω¯ (**)
are known to be equivalent by complex Mellin transform (see [B-M.87]) where
ρ ∈ C∞c (X) is ≡ 1 near f
−1(0) and where h is in Z.
The aim of the present note is to give some indications on these poles without us-
ing a desingularization of the singular fiber X0 and avoiding to compute the local
Bernstein polynomials of f near the singularities of X0 or the full (global) Bern-
stein polynomial of f at {f = 0} in a sense which will be clarified in section 2. It
avoids also to describe the precise position of the class induced by ω in the Jordan
decomposition of the monodromy of f around 0, but it gives essentially the same
information in an algebraic way than such a computation.
The idea is that, because we are interested in the Gauss-Manin equation associated
to a given ω, we shall get a better result in looking at the precise differential equa-
tion associated to ω than in looking at the full Gauss-Manin system in degree n+1
which is associated to all possible choices of the form ω.
As the global computation may be difficult, we also study the local case of such a
problem, so choosing now a C∞c −function ρ which has a small (compact) support
near a given singular point in {f = 0} and which is identically 1 near this point.
Then we define for the couple (f, ω) a fresco Fω which will control in an analoguous
way the possibles poles of (∗∗) modulo poles which may appear when ρ ≡ 0 near the
given point.
Again in this local setting, we make the hypothesis that the hypersurface {f = 0}
is reduced, but no other assumption on the singularities.
We show in section 4 how the computations in [B.13] (see the new version [B.16] for
a more precise effective computation on these type of singularities) can give rather
precise informations on the asymptotic expansions of (∗) in the affine case, so mod-
ulo the singularities at infinity.
The following corollary of our main (local) result allows to reduce drastically the
number of “poles candidates” for the meromorphic extension of (∗∗), where f˜ is a
reduced holomorphic germ f˜ : (Cn+1, 0) → (C, 0) with an arbitrary singularities1,
ω and ω′ are given germs of holomorphic (n + 1)−forms at he origin, and where
ρ ∈ C∞c (C
n+1) is identically equal to 1 near 0 and h is an integer in Z.
Corollary 1.0.1 Assumme that the meromorphic extension of (∗∗) has no pole at
points in −λ0 + Z for any h ∈ Z and for some given ω, ω
′ when ρ ≡ 0 near 0,
and assume that the meromorphic extension of (@) has a pole of order d at −λ0 for
some h ∈ Z. Then if −λ0 is maximal in its class modulo Z such there exists an h
for which there is such a pole of order at least d, then −λ0 is a root of multiplicity
at least d of the Bernstein polynomial of the fresco Fω. Moreover, there exists also
a root of multiplicity at least equal to d in −λ0 + Z for the Bernstein polynomial of
the fresco Fω′.
Remark that the first assumption is satisfied when e2iπ.λ0 is not an eigenvalue of the
monodromy of f outside the origin. This is, of course, always the case for an isolated
singularity (for the eigenvalue 1, we consider only the monodromy of f acting on
the reduced cohomology). But it may be easy to test this assumption in many cases,
for instance when the singularities outside the origin are rather simple.
Of course, the main interest of this result comes from the following facts:
- The degree of the Bernstein polynomial of the fresco Fω (see section 2 for its defi-
nition) is often very small compared with the Bernstein-Sato polynomial of f .
-Moreover, as for a fresco F the Bernstein polynomial is equal to the characteristic
polynomial of the action of −b−1.a on F ♯
/
b.F ♯ where F ♯ is the b−1.a saturation of
F , its computation is easier.
-It is much more easy to compute the Bernstein polynomial of Fω because it involves
a computation of “differential algebra” in one variable and not in (n + 1) variables
and also because it is not necessary to compute the generator of the annihilator of
ω in Fω but only its initial form which determines the Bernstein polynomial (see
section 4 for examples).
Note that the computation of one non trivial element in Aˆ which annihilates [ω] in
Fω is enough to get some control on the poles of (
∗∗) as the initial form of it gives,
up to a translation by an integer, a multiple of the Bernstein polynomial of Fω (see
lemma 2.1.2.)
We shall illustrate in the section 4 these facts in the case where f is a polynomial with
(n+2) monomials in C[x0, . . . , xn] and when ω is a monomial (n+1)−holomorphic
form, using the main result in [B.13].
1In fact, in the local setting, we give a result for any reduced holomorphic germ but modulo
the poles that already appear in such integral with a ρ identically vanishing near the origin. .
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2 The fresco of a couple (f, ω).
2.1 The local case
We shall use the following C−algebras:
1. A which is the C−algebra with unit generated by two variables a and b with
the commuting relation a.b − b.a = b2 corresponding to the more familiar
algebra C[z, ∂−1z ] (but b := ∂
−1
z is not invertible), and
2. A˜ the b−completion of A, so explicitly
A˜ := {
∞∑
ν=0
Pν(a).b
ν , Pν ∈ C[z] ∀ν ∈ N}
with the commutation relation a.S(b)− S(b).a = b2.S ′(b) ∀S ∈ C[[b]].
3. The a−completion Aˆ :=
∑
p,q∈N γp,q.a
p.bq of A˜.
We shall be concerned with a special type of A˜−modules, which are free of finite
type over the sub-algebra C[[b]] called (a,b)-modules. The rank of a (a,b)-module
is its rank over C[[b]]. For basic definition of (a,b)-modules including regular-
ity and Bernstein polynomial we refer to [B.93]. A geometric (a,b)-module
is a regular (a,b)-module such that its Bernstein polynomial has negative rational
roots2. A fresco is a geometric (a,b)-module which has one generator as a left
A˜−module.
A geometric (a,b)-module corresponds to some special examples of holomorphic
germs of regular singular differential systems and a fresco corresponds to a holomor-
phic germ of regular singular differential equation. They appears in a systematic
way in the study of the Gauss-Manin systems of a germ of an holomorphic function
in Cn+1 (see for instance [B.06]), [B-S.07],[B.08], [B.09a]).
The following basic result on frescos is a direct corollary of theorems 3.2.1 and 3.4.1
in [B.09b].
Theorem 2.1.1 Any rank k fresco F is isomorphic (as an A˜−module) to a quotient
A˜
/
A˜.Π where Π ∈ A˜ has the following form
Π := (a− λ1.b).S
−1
1 .(a− λ2.b).S
−1
2 . . . S
−1
k−1.(a− λk.b) (*)
where the numbers −(λj + j− k) are the roots of the Bernstein polynomial of F and
where Sj are in C[b] and satisfy Sj(0) = 1.
Note that the initial form in (a,b) of Π is PF := (a− λ1.b) . . . (a− λk.b). It is called
the Bernstein element of the fresco F . It does not depend of the choice of Π and
is related to the Bernstein polynomial of F by the relation
(−b)k.BF (−b
−1.a) = PF . (♯)
2This definition is motivated by the main result of [K.76].
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in the ring A[b−1].
Remark that if 0 → F → G → H → 0 is an exact sequence of frescos we have
PG = PF .PH (product in A) and this gives the relation( see [B.09b])
BG(x) = BF (x+ rk(H)).BH(x)
between the Bernstein polynomials.
The following lemma is an easy consequence of this fact. It will be useful in order to
control the roots of the Bernstein polynomial of a fresco as soon as we know a non
trivial element in A˜ annihilating a generator of the given fresco. The proof is left as
an exercise.
Lemma 2.1.2 Assume that a rank k fresco F is generated as a A˜−module by an
element e which is annihilated by a an element Q ∈ A˜ with initial form in (a,b)
an homogeneous polynomial in (a,b) of degree q, monic3 in a. Then there exists a
homogeneous polynomial W in (a,b), monic in a, such that we have the equality
Q = W.PF
where PF is the Bernstein element of F and where W is homogeneous in (a,b) of
degree q − k. This implies the equality BQ = C.BF in C[x] where BQ[−b
−1.a] =
(−b)−q.Q and where C ∈ C[x] is define by the formula
C[−b−1.a] = (−b)−k.
[
(−b)−(q−k).W.(−b)(q−k)
]
.
The following easy proposition will be needed in the sequel. Although it is rather
standard, we shall sketch the proof for the convenience of the reader
Proposition 2.1.3 Let E be a geometric (a,b)-module and F any sub−A˜−module
in E. Then F is a geometric (a,b)-module.
proof. From the regularity of E we may assume that E is a simple pole module
(i.e. a.E ⊂ b.E). Then the Bernstein polynomial of E is the minimal polynomial
of the action of −b−1.a on the finite dimensional vector space E/b.E. As F is a C[[b]]
sub-module of E which is free and finite rank on C[[b]], F is also free and finite rank
on C[[b]] and stable by a. So F is a (a,b)-module. Its saturation by b−1.a is again
contained in E and so it is of finite type on C[[b]]. This gives the regularity of F .
The last point to prove is the fact that the Bernstein polynomial of F has negative
rational roots (i.e. F is geometric). We shall argue by induction on the rank of F .
In the rank 1 case let e be a generator of F over C[[b]] such that a.e = λ.b.e (see
the classification of rank 1 regular (a,b)-module in [B.93], lemma 2.4). Let ν in N
3Note that Fω has no b−torsion, so we can always make this assumption.
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maximal such that b−ν .e lies in E. Then C[[b]].b−ν .e = b−ν .F is a normal sub-module
of E and we have an exact sequence of simple poles (a,b)-modules
0→ b−ν .F → E → Q→ 0
and also an exact sequence of (−b−1.a) finite dimensional vector spaces
0→ C .b−ν .e→ E/b.E → Q/b.Q→ 0.
Then the minimal polynomial BE of the action of −b
−1.a on E/b.E is either equal
to the minimal polynomial BQ of the action of −b
−1.a on Q/b.Q, and in this case
−(λ− ν) divides BQ, or we have BE [x] = (x+ (λ− ν)).BQ[x]. In both cases, as E
is geometric, we obtain that −(λ− ν) is a negative rational number, and so is −λ.
The induction step follows easily by considering a rank 1 normal sub-module G of
F and the quotient ofE by the normalization4 G˜ of G in E. Then there exists an
integer ν ≥ 0 such that G˜ ∩ F = bν .G˜ and G˜ ∩ F is normal in F . We conclude
using the fact that a quotient of a geometric (a,b)-module by a normal sub-module
is again geometric and the rank 1 case 
Now consider for n ≥ 2 a non constant holomorphic f : X → D on a complex
connected (n+ 1)−dimensional manifold X such that the set {df = 0} is contained
in {f = 0} and where we assume that the hypersurface {f = 0} is reduced. Let Ωˆ•
the formal f−completion of the sheaf of holomorphic differential forms on X and
let Kˆer df • be the kernel of the map
∧df : Ωˆ• −→ Ωˆ•+1.
Then for any p ≥ 0 the p−th cohomology sheaf of the complex (Kˆer df •, d•) has a
natural structure of left Aˆ−module, where the action of a is given by multiplication
by f and the action of b is (locally) given by df ∧ d−1.
Now consider a germ f : (Cn+1, 0) → (C, 0) such that {f = 0} is reduced. The
following result is known (see [B.06] [B-S.07] and [B.08])
Theorem 2.1.4 For each integer p the germ at 0, denoted by Ep, of the p−th
cohomology sheaf of the complex (Kˆer df •, d•) satisfies the following properties:
i) We have in Ep the commutation relation a.b− b.a = b2.
ii) Ep is b-separated and b-complete (so also a-complete). Then it is a A˜−module
(and also a Aˆ−module).
iii) There exists an integer m ≥ 1 such that am.Ep ⊂ b.Ep.
iv) We have B(Ep) = A(Ep) = A˜(Ep) and there exists an integer N ≥ 1 such that
aN .A(Ep) = 0 and b2N .B(Ep) = 0.
4So we consider the smallest normal sub-module of E containing G.
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v) The quotient Ep
/
B(Ep) is a geometric (a,b)-module.
Recall thatB(E) is the b-torsion in E, A˜(E) the a-torsion andA(E) the C[b]−module
generated by A˜(E) in E.
We shall mainly use this result in the case p = n + 1 to obtain that for any class
[ω] ∈ En+1 the A˜−module A˜.[ω] ⊂ En+1/B(En+1) is a fresco, result which is a
direct consequence of the proposition 2.1.3 and property v) of the previous theorem.
Definition 2.1.5 We assume that the non constant holomorphic germ f˜ fixed as
above. For any germ ω ∈ Ωˆn+10 we shall denote by F[ω] the fresco generated by [ω]
in the geometric (a,b)-module En+1/B(En+1). So we have A˜.[ω] ⊂ En+1/B(En+1).
We shall denote B[ω] ∈ C[x] and P[ω] ∈ A respectively the Bernstein polynomial and
the Bernstein element of the fresco F[ω].
2.2 The global case
We come back now to our global setting where f : X → D is proper holomorphic
function on a complex connected (n+ 1)−dimensional manifold. We assume that f
is smooth outside the 0−fiber which is assumed to be reduced. Then we consider
the following complexes of sheaves:
1. First (Ω•, d•) the holomorphic de Rham complex on X (topologically) re-
stricted to Y := f−1(0) without the constant functions :
0→ f.(OX)|Y
d0
→ (Ω1X)|Y
d1
→ . . . (Ωn+1X )|Y
dn+1
→ 0
and we shall denote by (Ωˆ•, d•) its formal completion in f .
Remark that these complexes of sheaves are acyclic because of our “special”
definition in degree 0.
2. We shall denote by (Ωˆ•∞, d
•) the (topological) restriction to Y of the formal
completion in f of the de Rham complex of C∞ forms on X with in degree 0
the condition that the functions vanish on Y in order to have again an acyclic
complex of (fine) sheaves.
3. We define the complexes (K•, d•), (Kˆ•, d•) and (Kˆ•∞, d
•) respectively as the
kernels of the maps
∧ df : (Ω•, d•)→ (Ω•, d•)[+1]
∧ df : (Ωˆ•, d•)→ (Ωˆ•, d•)[+1]
∧ df : (Ωˆ•∞, d
•)→ (Ωˆ•∞, d
•)[+1]
4. We shall also use the complexes (I•, d•), (Iˆ•, d•) and (Iˆ•∞, d
•) which are respec-
tively the images of the maps above.
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We shall denote by H• the cohomology sheaves of the complex (Kˆ•, d•).
The following facts are known (see [B.06] [B-S.07] and [B.08]) :
i) The natural map of complexes (Kˆ•, d•)→ (Kˆ•∞, d
•) is a quasi-isomorphism.
Note that this implies, as the sheaves Kˆ•∞ are fine sheaves, that we have
Hp(X, (Kˆ•, d•)) ≃
[
Γ(X, Kˆp∞) ∩Ker d
/
d(Γ(X, Kˆp−1∞ ))
]
for each p ≥ 0.
ii) Define on the sheaf H• the operation ′′a′′ by multiplication by f and the oper-
ation ′′b′′ as b := H•(j) ◦ ∂−1 where j : (Iˆ•, d•) → (Kˆ•, d•) is the obvious map
and where ∂ : H•(Iˆ•, d•) → H•(Kˆ•, d•) is the connecting morphism deduced
from the exact sequence of complexes
0→ (Kˆ•, d•)→ (Ωˆ•, d•)
∧df
→ (Iˆ•, d•)[+1]→ 0.
Note that ∂ is an isomorphism in any degree as the central complex is acyclic.
Then this two operations satisfy the commutation relation a.b− b.a = b2 on H•
and define a natural structure of left Aˆ−module on theses cohomology sheaves.
iii) It is proved in [B.08] that there exists a complex of left Aˆ−module and a
quasi-isomorphism of complex of C[[a]]−modules of (Kˆ•, d•) on it, such that
the left Aˆ−module structures on the cohomology sheaves coincide. This implies
that any hyper-cohomology group of the complex (Kˆ•, d•) has a natural left
Aˆ−module structure.
iv) The following result is proved in [B.12] in the relative case, but we shall only
use it in the absolute case given here :
Theorem 2.2.1 In the situation above the Aˆ−modules Hp(X, (Kˆ•, d•)) modulo their
respective b−torsion are geometric (a,b)-modules5 for any p ≥ 2.
Then using the same idea as in the local case, for any ω ∈ Hn+1(X, (Kˆ•, d•)) we
define the fresco Fω as the sub-A˜−module generated by [ω] in H
n+1(X, (Kˆ•, d•)),
using the theorem above and the proposition 2.1.3.
Note that any holomorphic (n + 1)−form on X , which is necessarily d−closed and
killed by df , induces a class in Hn+1(X, (Kˆ•, d•)).
Proposition 2.2.2 Let u be in Hp(X, (Kˆ•, d•)). Then there exists a representative,
ω ∈ Γ(X, Kˆn+1∞ ), of u in the sense of the isomorphism
Hn+1(X, (Kˆ•, d•)) ≃
[
Γ(X, Kˆn+1∞ ) ∩Ker d
/
d(Γ(X, Kˆn∞))
]
which is d−exact as a C∞ form. Moreover, if ω = dξ, the d−closed C∞ form df ∧ ξ
represents the class b[u] via the same isomorphism.
5For the case p = 1 see [B.12].
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proof. We shall describe the hyper-cohomology Hp(X, (Kˆ•, d•)) by using a open
cover U of Y and the Cech complex
(
⊕n+1p=0 C
n+1−p(U , Kˆp), D
)
with D := ⊕n+1p=0 D
p
and Dp := δ + (−1)p−1.d, where δ is the Cech co-boundary and d the de Rham
differential.
Then u := ⊕n+1p=0 u
p; the relation Du = 0 gives δup = (−1)p.dup−1 for any p ≥ 1.
Note that, as Kˆ0 = (0) we have u0 = 0 and so δu1 = 0.
Now, using the (local holomorphic) de Rham lemma, we shall construct by a de-
scending induction elements kp ∈ C n−p(U , Ωˆp) such that
up = δkp + (−1)p−1.dkp−1, ∀p ∈ [n + 1, 2] :
As un+1 is holomorphic of maximal degree on X it is locally d−exact and we can
find kn such that un+1 = (−1)n+1.dkn. The relation δun+1 + (−1)n.dun = 0 implies
d(un − δkn) = 0 and again the local holomorphic de Rham lemma allows to find
kn−1 such that un = δkn + (−1)n−1.dkn−1.
Then we have δun = (−1)n.dun−1 = (−1)n−1δ.dkn−1 which gives d(un−1−δkn−1) = 0
and so we can find kn−2 ∈ C (U , Ωˆn−2) such that un−1 = δkn−1 + (−1)n−2.dkn−2.
Continuing in this way we arrive to u1 = δk1 + dk0 which implies d(u0 + δk0) = 0.
But u0 = 0 because Kˆ0 = (0) and dδk0 = 0. So δk0 = 0 because it is a cocycle in
the constant sheaf with value 0 on Y .
So we obtain that u = Dk where k := ⊕np=0 k
p, with kp ∈ C n−p(U , Ωˆp).
Then, by definition of b we have that the cocycle D(df ∧ k) ∈ ⊕n+1p=0 C
n+1−p(U , Kˆp)
represents the class b[u] in Hn+1(X, (Kˆ•, d•)).
Construction of de Rham representatives. Consider v ∈ ⊕pq=0 C
p−q(U , Ωˆq)
such that Dv = 0 and choose a partition of the unity subordinated to the (finite)
open covering U of the compact set Y . Then define
Av :=
∑
j
ρj.v
p
j +
p−1∑
q=0
∑
j0,...,jp−q
ρj0 .dρj1 ∧ · · · ∧ dρjp−q ∧ v
q
j0,...,jp−q
. (0)
Then we have the following properties (see the appendice for a proof) :
i) Av is a global section on Y of the sheaf Ωˆ
q
∞.
ii) It satisfies dAv = 0.
iii) If df ∧ v = 0 so that v induces a class [v] in Hq(X, (Kˆ•, d•)), then df ∧ Av = 0
and Av represents [v] ∈ H
q(X, (Kˆ•, d•)) via the quasi-isomorphism
(Kˆ•, d•)→ (Kˆ•∞, d
•).
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iv) If df ∧ v = 0 then construct as above a k such that Dk = v and define Ak
as the section in Γ(X, Ωˆp−1∞ ) constructed from the k via the formula (0). Then
df ∧ Ak is d−closed and df−closed and is a representative of the class b[v] in
Hq(X, (Kˆ•, d•)) via the quasi-isomorphism above.
Now we conclude the proof of the proposition by letting ξ := Ak. 
3 The main result.
In the sequel we fix a positive integer q and a class ξ ∈ Q
/
Z; we shall denote Pξ,qn+1
the quotient of the space of meromorphic functions on C with poles of order at most
n + 1 and contained in the open set {ℜ(λ) < 0} by the subspace of meromorphic
functions having poles of order at most q − 1 at the points ξ + Z. In fact we could
restrict ourself to the space of meromorphic functions having poles located on a finite
union of subsets of the form α + Z where α is in a finite set of rational numbers.
This quotient is in a natural way a C[λ]−module as multiplication by a polynomial
preserves the meromorphy and does not increase the order of poles.
An other operation on this quotient is the shift operator, denoted Sh, which is
induced on Pξ,qn+1 by the map F (λ) 7→ F (λ+1) which translate by −1 the localization
of poles. Remark that any formal power series in C[[Sh]] will act on Pξ,qn+1.
We consider f˜ : (Cn+1, 0) → (C, 0) a germ of non constant holomorphic function
and a Milnor representative f : X → D of this germ. We assume in the sequel the
following hypothesis :
• For a given ξ ∈ Q
/
Z and a q ∈ N∗ the meromorphic extension of
1
Γ(λ+ 1)
.
∫
X
|f |2λ.f¯h.ϕ (H(ξ, q))
has poles of order at most q − 1 at points of ξ + Z for any h ∈ Z and any
differential form ϕ ∈ C∞c (X \ {0})
n+1,n+1.
Now fix ρ ∈ C∞c (X) such that ρ ≡ 1 in a neighbourhood of the origin and two
(n+ 1)−holomorphic forms ω and ω′ on X . Then define, for h ∈ Z, a meromorphic
function on C as the meromorphic extension of the holomorphic function defined for
ℜ(λ) > 0 by
F ω,ω
′
h (λ) :=
1
Γ(λ+ 1)
.
∫
X
|f |2λ.f¯h.ρ.ω ∧ ω¯′ (@)
Lemma 3.0.3 Under the hypothesis H(ξ, q) we have for each h ∈ Z a sesquilinear
map
Φξ,qh : Ω
n+1
0 × Ω
n+1
0 → P
ξ,q
n+1
extending the map (ω, ω′) 7→ [F ω,ω
′
h ] ∈ P
ξ,q
n+1. It is independent of the choice of ρ and
vanishes when ω (resp. ω′), is in d(Ker dfn) where
Ker dfn := Ker
[
∧ df : Ωn0 → Ω
n+1
0
]
.
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So it induces, for any given h ∈ Z, a sesquilinear map
Φξ,qh : E0 × E0 → P
ξ,q
n+1
where E0 := Ω
n+1
0
/
d(Ker dfn).
proof. For any given two germs ω, ω′ ∈ Ωn+10 we can find a Milnor representative
f : X → D of f˜ such that ω and ω′ have representative on X . Then we may choose
ρ ∈ C∞c (X) which is identically equal to 1 near 0 and define Φ
ξ,q
h [ω, ω
′] as the class
in Pξ,qn+1 of the meromorphic extension of the function defined by (@).
This is independent of the choice of ρ because of the hypothesis H(ξ, q), and so
independent of all choices for the given f, ω and ω′. The sesquilinearity is obvious. Let
us show that if we have ω = du with u ∈ Γ(X,Ker dfn) then we have Φξ,qh [ω, ω
′] = 0.
Write, for ℜ(λ)≫ 0
d(|f |2λ.f¯h.ρ.u ∧ ω¯′) = |f |2λ.f¯h.dρ ∧ u ∧ ω¯′ + |f |2λ.f¯h.ρ.ω ∧ ω¯′.
As ϕ := dρ ∧ u ∧ ω¯′ is C∞ and has compact support in X \ {0} the hypothesis
H(ξ, q) allows to conclude using meromorphic extension and Stokes’ formula. 
Now we shall use the action of a := ×f and b := df ∧ d−1 on E0 and we shall
denote by En+1 the b−completion of E0 modulo its b-torsion. As we have seen in
the previous section En+1 is a geometric (a,b)-module.
The next lemma gives the behaviour of the maps Φξ,qh for (ξ, q) fixed, under the
actions of a and b on E0. As a corollary, we shall obtain that the maps Φ
ξ,q
h extend to
the b−completion of E0 and pass to the quotient by its b-torsion so gives sesquilinear
maps on En+1 which satisfy the same properties.
Lemma 3.0.4 Under the hypothesis H(ξ, q) we have, for each h ∈ Z, the following
relations, where Sh : Pξ,qn+1 → P
ξ,q
n+1 is the shift operator by −1 defined above.
i) Φξ,qh [a.ω, ω
′] = Sh(λ.Φξ,qh−1[ω, ω
′]) ;
ii) Φξ,qh [(a+ (λ+ 1).b).ω, ω
′] = 0 ;
iii) Φξ,qh [b.ω, ω
′] = −Sh(Φξ,qh−1[ω, ω
′]) ;
iv) For any λ0 ∈ C we have Φ
ξ,q
h [(a− λ0.b)(ω), ω
′] = Sh
[
(λ+ λ0).Φ
ξ,q
h−1[ω, ω
′]
]
.
proof. First note that the formulas ii) and iii) use the C[λ]−linear extension of
Φξ,qh to (C[λ]⊗C E0)×E0 given by
(P (λ)⊗ ω, ω′) 7→ [P (λ).Φξ,qh [ω, ω
′]]
using the natural action of C[λ] on Pξ,qn+1.
The formula i) is a reformulation of the obvious following formula, as a.ω := f.ω,
1
Γ(λ+ 1)
.
∫
X
|f |2λ.f¯h.ρ.f.ω ∧ ω¯′ =
λ+ 1
Γ(λ+ 2)
.
∫
X
|f |2(λ+1).f¯h−1.ρ.ω ∧ ω¯′
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and the fact that
Sh
( λ
Γ(λ+ 1)
.
∫
X
|f |2λ.f¯h−1.ρ.ω ∧ ω¯′
)
=
λ+ 1
Γ(λ+ 2)
.
∫
X
|f |2(λ+1).f¯h−1.ρ.ω ∧ ω¯′.
To prove the formula ii) write for ℜ(λ)≫ 0, if u ∈ Ωn0 satisfies du = ω
d(|f |2λ.f¯h.ρ.f.u ∧ ω′) = (λ+ 1).|f |2λ.f¯h.ρ.df ∧ u ∧ ω′+
|f |2λ.f¯h.ρ.f.du ∧ ω′ + |f |2λ.f¯h.dρ ∧ f.u ∧ ω′
and the last term of the second handside, after integration and multiplication by
1
Γ(λ+1)
, is sent to 0 by Φξ,qh , thanks to our hypothesis H(ξ, q). As the left handside
will give 0 after integration by the Stokes’ formula, the conclusion follows from the
equalities a.ω = f.ω and b.ω = df ∧ u.
The formulas iii) and iv) are direct consequences of i) and ii). 
Remarks.
1. The formulas i) and iii) of the lemma above show that the action of a and
b shift the poles of −1 and also the integer h by −1. So, if we act on E0 by
a formal power serie in (a,b), the maps Φξ,qh extends in a natural way to the
formal completion in b of E0.
Note also that the inclusion an+1.E0 ⊂ b.E0 which holds for any germ f˜ by
Brianc¸on-Skoda’theorem, implies that the b−completion is also complete for
the (a, b) valuation.
2. The formula iii) implies that the maps Φξ,qh vanish on the b−torsion of E0 as
the shift operator is injective on Pξ,qn+1.
3. In the formula i) the factor λ does not change the orders of poles involved as
we assume that in Pn+1 the poles are in the open set {ℜ(λ) < 0}.
4. The formulas i) and iii) imply also that if the maximal order pole for Φξ,qh [ω, ω
′]
for some h ∈ Z is equal to q + d, d ≥ 0 and obtain at λ = −λ0, with maximal
−λ0 and with h = h0, then for any λ1 6= λ0 the same is true for the meromor-
phic functions Φξ,qh [(a − λ1.b).ω, ω
′] up to replace −λ0 by −λ0 − 1 and h0 by
h0 + 1.
5. The formula iv) implies that, for −λ0 ∈ ξ + Z, an order q + d + 1, d ≥ 0 pole
for Φξ,qh [ω, ω
′] at the point −λ0 is equivalent to the existence of an order q + d
pole at λ = −λ0 − 1 for Φ
ξ,q
h+1[(a− λ0.b).ω, ω
′].
Corollary 3.0.5 Assume that the hypothesis H(ξ, q) is satisfied for f˜ , ω and ω′
given.
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i) Assume that for some h ∈ Z we have a pole of order q+ d, d ≥ 0 for Φξ,qh [ω, ω
′].
Let ξ0 be the maximal point in ξ + Z where such a pole occurs for some h0.
Then, for any S ∈ C[[b]] such that S(0) = 1, we have again a pole of order q+d
at ξ0 for Φ
ξ,q
h0
[S(b).ω, ω′].
ii) In the same situation than in i) let λ1 6= −ξ0. Then we shall have a pole of
order q + d at ξ0 − 1 for Φ
ξ,q
h0+1
[(a− λ1.b)(ω), ω
′].
Moreover, ξ0 − 1 is maximal in ξ + Z such that for some h ∈ Z there exists an
order q + d pole for Φξ,qh [(a− λ1.b)(ω), ω
′].
iii) In the same situation than in i) let λ1 = −ξ0 and assume that d ≥ 1. Then we
shall have a pole of order q + d− 1 at ξ0 − 1 for Φ
ξ,q
h0+1
[(a− λ1.b)(ω), ω
′].
Moreover, ξ0 − 1 is maximal in ξ + Z in order that for some h ∈ Z there exists
an order q + d− 1 pole for Φξ,qh [(a− λ1.b)(ω), ω
′].
proof. To prove i) it is enough to remark that for any k ≥ 1 the pole of Φξ,qh [b
k(ω), ω′]
at ξ0 is of order at most q + d − 1 for any h ∈ Z by the maximality of ξ0 and the
formula iii) of the lemma 3.0.4 .
The proof of ii) and iii) are direct consequences of the formula iv) of the same lemma
3.0.4. 
Remark. Note that the conclusion of i) in the previous lemma would be the same
if S would have been a formal power serie in a an b with constant term equal to 1
using the formulas i) and iii) of the lemma 3.0.4. As a consequence, it shows that
the maximal point in [ξ] where the order of the pole is at least q+ d for some h ∈ Z
is independent of the choice of the generator ω of the fresco
Fω := A˜.ω ⊂ E
n+1
/
B(En+1).
Theorem 3.0.6 Let f˜ : (Cn+1, 0) → (C, 0) be a non constant holomorphic germ.
Fix [ξ] ∈ Q
/
Z and a positive integer q. Assume that the hypothesis H(ξ, q) holds for
f˜ and consider ω and ω′ two germs of (n+1)−holomorphic forms. Assume that there
exists some h0 ∈ Z and a pole of order q+ d at ξ0 ∈ [ξ] for Φ
ξ,q
h0
[ω, ω′], and choose ξ0
maximal in [ξ] such that this happens (for some h). Let Pω := (a−λ1.b) . . . (a−λk.b)
be the Bernstein element of the fresco F := A˜.ω. Then there exists at least d values
of j ∈ [1, k] such that the equality −ξ0 = λj + j − k holds.
Moreover, choosing now ξ1 ∈ [ξ] and h1 ∈ Z such that ξ1 + h1 is maximal such that
Φξ,qh1 [ω, ω
′] has a pole at ξ1, then we have also at least d values of j
′ ∈ [1, k′] where
the equality −ξ1 − h1 = µj′ + j
′ − k′ holds, where Pω′ := (a− µ1.b) . . . (a− µk′.b) is
the Bernstein element of the fresco Fω′ := A˜.ω
′.
Note that the numbers −λj − j+ k are the roots of the Bernstein polynomial of the
fresco Fω.
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proof. Let k be the rank (as a C[[b]]−module) of the fresco Fω. Then, as recalled
in section 2, there exists an element Π ∈ A˜ which generates the left ideal in A˜
which is the annihilator of [ω] in the A˜−module En+1
/
B(En+1). This element can
be chosen of the form
Π = (a− λ1.b).S
−1
1 . . . (a− λk.b).S
−1
k
where the Sj, j ∈ [1, k] are in C[[b]] and satisfy Sj(0) = 1, ∀j, and where the Bernstein
element of the fresco Fω is Pω := (a− λ1.b) . . . (a− λk.b).
Now using inductively the assertions i) ii) and iii) of the corollary 3.0.5 we see that
we have at least d occurrences of ξ0 in the set of the roots {−(λj + j− k), j ∈ [1, k]}
of the Bernstein polynomial of Fω. The second statement is easily deduced of the
first one by complex conjugation; as the conjugate (in the sense F (λ) 7→ F (λ¯)) of
1
Γ(λ+ 1)
.
∫
X
|f |2λ.f¯h.ρ.ω ∧ ω¯′ (1)
is given by
1
Γ(λ+ 1)
.
∫
X
|f |2(λ+h).f¯−h.ρ.ω′ ∧ ω¯ =
1
Γ(µ− h+ 1)
.
∫
X
|f |2µ.f¯−h.ρ.ω′ ∧ ω¯. (2)
with µ := λ+h. But for h ≤ 0 we have Γ(λ+h+1) = (λ+1) . . . (λ+h).Γ(λ+1) and
as the integral (1) has no pole for ℜ(λ+ h) ≥ 0, to replace Γ(λ+1) by Γ(λ+ h+1)
in (1) does not change the orders of poles, we can replace Γ(µ− h+ 1) by Γ(µ+ 1)
in (2) without changing the order of poles. 
Now we give the analoguous global result.
Theorem 3.0.7 Let f : X → D be a proper holomorphic function on a complex
connected (n + 1)−dimensional manifold X. Assume that {df = 0} is contained in
{f = 0} and that this fiber is reduced. Let ω and ω′ be (n + 1)−holomorphic forms
in X or more generally two (n+1)−C∞− forms such that df ∧ω = df ∧dω′ = 0. If
the meromorphic extension of (∗∗) has a pole of order d at −λ0 for some h ∈ Z then
the Bernstein polynomials of Fω and Fω′ have a root of multiplicity at least equal to
d in −λ0+Z. Moreover, if −λ0 is maximal in its class modulo Z in order that there
exists an integer h such that we have a pole of order d for (∗∗), then −λ0 is a root
of multiplicity ≥ d of the Bernstein polynomial of Fω.
proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the theorem 3.0.6 in the local case
using the proposition 3.0.8 below. 
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Proposition 3.0.8 Any element in [u] ∈ Hn+1(Kˆ•, d•) is induced by a d−exact
C∞−form ω of degree n+1 in a neighbourhood of Y := f−1(0) such that df∧ω = 0.
If we have ω = dξ the class b[u] is represented by the d−exact C∞−form df ∧ ξ and
for σ ∈ C∞c (X) such that σ ≡ 1 near Y , with support small enough, we have no
poles for the meromorphic extension of
1
Γ(λ+ 1)
.
[
(λ+ 1).
∫
X
σ.|f |2λ.f¯h.df ∧ ξ ∧ ω¯′ +
∫
X
σ.|f |2λ.f¯h.fω ∧ ω¯′
]
where ω′ is a (n+ 1)− C∞−form such that dω′ = 0 = df ∧ ω′.
proof. The first part of the statement is consequence of the proposition 2.2.2. Let
us compute, for ℜλ≫ 1 :
d
[
σ.|f |2λ.f¯h.ξ ∧ ω¯′
]
= dσ.|f |2λ.f¯h.ξ ∧ ω¯′+
(λ+ 1).σ.|f |2λ.f¯h.df ∧ ξ ∧ ω¯′ + σ.|f |2λ.f¯h.fω ∧ ω¯′
and the conclusion comes from the fact that the integral of the left hand-side is
null by Stokes and the integral of the first term of the right hand-side has at most
simple poles at negative integers because the support of dσ does not meet Y and f
is supposed to be smooth outside Y . 
4 Examples.
The control of the Bernstein polynomial of a fresco will use the lemma 2.1.2.
4.1 fλ := x
5 + y5 + z5 + λ.x.y.z2
We assume that λ is a non zero complex number. Then 0 is the only singular point
of the hypersurface {f = 0} :
as on the set Σ := {df = 0} ⊂ C3 we have f(x, y, z) = 1
5
λ.x.y.z, we easily deduced
that Σ ∩ {f = 0} = {0}.
Now using the method developed in [B.13] theorem 1.2.1 allows, after some elemen-
tary computations, to find for each monomial form ω below a degree 4 polynomial
dividing the Bernstein polynomial of the fresco Fω.
Of course, the reader interested by more monomials can easily complete this list,
where “ ≤′′ means “divides” :
• ω = dx ∧ dy ∧ dz B1(ξ) ≤ (ξ +
7
10
)(ξ + 4
5
)2(ξ + 6
5
).
• ω = x.dx ∧ dy ∧ dz Bx(ξ) ≤ (ξ +
9
10
)(ξ + 1)(ξ + 6
5
)(ξ + 7
5
).
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• ω = z.dx ∧ dy ∧ dz Bz(ξ) ≤ (ξ + 1)
3(x+ 3
2
).
• ω = z2.dx ∧ dy ∧ dz Bz2(ξ) ≤ (ξ +
6
5
)2(ξ + 13
10
)(ξ + 9
5
).
• ω = x.y.dx ∧ dy ∧ dz Bx.y(ξ) ≤ (ξ +
11
10
)(ξ + 7
5
)2(ξ + 8
5
).
• ω = x2.dx ∧ dy ∧ dz Bx2(ξ) ≤ (ξ +
6
5
)(ξ + 8
5
)2(ξ + 11
10
).
• ω = x.z.dx ∧ dy ∧ dz Bx.z(ξ) ≤ (ξ +
6
5
)2(ξ + 7
5
)(ξ + 17
10
).
• ω = x.y.z.dx ∧ dy ∧ dz Bx.y.z(ξ) ≤ (ξ +
7
5
)(ξ + 8
5
)2(ξ + 19
10
) etc ...
Note that in this example the differential forms corresponding to degree 2 monomials
in x, y, z are global holomorphic 3−forms on the fibers of the family of compact
surfaces given, for λ fixed, by
Xλ := {(s, (x, y, z)) ∈ C×P3(C) / s.t
5 = x5+y5+z5+λ.x.y.z2.t}, πλ((s, (x, y, z)) = s.
As, moreover, the map πλ has no singular point at infinity, the affine computation
controls also the global case for these forms.
Remark that the global computation for these forms gives the same frescos than in
the affine case here because fλ has an isolated singularity at the origin.
4.2 f = x.y3 + y.z3 + z.x3 + λ.x.y.z
The singularity of the hypersurface {f = 0} is the origin :
It is easy to see that any monomial of f is a linear combination of f and x.∂f
∂x
, y.∂f
∂y
, z.∂f
∂z
,
so that each monomial in f has to vanish on the singular set of {f = 0}. Then this
implies easily our claim.
Again using the method developed in [B.13] theorem 1.2.1 allows, after some elemen-
tary computations, to find for each monomial form ω below a degree 3 polynomial
dividing the Bernstein polynomial of the fresco Fω.
• ω = dx ∧ dy ∧ dz B1(ξ) ≤ (ξ + 1)
3.
• ω = x.dx ∧ dy ∧ dz Bx(ξ) ≤ (ξ +
8
7
)(ξ + 9
7
)(ξ + 11
7
).
• ω = x2.dx ∧ dy ∧ dz Bx2(ξ) ≤ (ξ +
9
7
)(ξ + 11
7
)(ξ + 15
7
).
• ω = x.y.dx ∧ dy ∧ dz Bx.y(ξ) ≤ (ξ +
10
7
)(ξ + 12
7
)(ξ + 13
7
).
• ω = x.y.z.dx ∧ dy ∧ dz Bx.y.z(ξ) ≤ (ξ + 2)
3.
• ω = x7.dx ∧ dy ∧ dz Bx7(ξ) ≤ (ξ + 5)(ξ + 3).(ξ + 2).
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4.3 f := x.y2.z3 + y.z2.t3 + z.t2.x3 + t.x2.y3 + λ.x.y.z.t
In this case the singularity is not isolated : the singular of {f = 0} is the union of
the lines {x = y = z = 0}, {y = z = t = 0}, {z = t = x = 0}, {t = x = y = 0}. The
“candidate” Bernstein polynomial for the monomial 1 (so ω := dx∧ dy ∧ dz ∧ dt) is
B1(ξ) ≤ (ξ + 1)
4. So we may have a maximal unipotent monodromy.
4.4 f := x.y2 + x2.y + z.t3 + t.z3 + λ.x.y.z.t
Again we assume that λ is a non zero complex number. The hypersurface {f = 0}
has an isolated singularity at the origin :
If Σ := {df = 0} ⊂ C4 we have on Σ the relations x.y2 = x2.y = −1
3
.λ.x.y.z.t and
z.t3 = z3.t = −1
4
.λ.x.y.z.t. So on Σ∩{f = 0} we have x.y = 0 = z.t and this implies
that Σ ∩ {f = 0} = {0}.
Now we shall use again the method developed in [B.13] theorem 1.2.1 in order to give
a polynomial of degree 12 which divides the Bernstein polynomial of the fresco Fω
for ω := dx∧ dy ∧ dz ∧ dt. The reader interested by another holomorphic monomial
form can follow the same line to obtain an analogous result.
The relation between the monomials of f is
λ12(x.y2)4(y.x2)4(z.t3)3(z3)3 = (λ.x.y.z.t)12.
So to compute the initial form in (a,b) of the polynomial in A constructed in
the theorem 1.2.1 of [B.13] annihilating [ω] in E4
/
B(E4), it is enough to compute
the homogeneous in (a,b) polynomial P of degree 12 satisfying in E4 the relation
P.[ω] = [(λ.x.y.z.t)12.ω].
Note m1, . . . , m4 the first monomials in f and m := λ.x.y.z.t. Then we have in E
4
the equality for any integer k ≥ 0 (where ω is omitted)
• m1.m
k = 1
3
.
(
(k + 1).b[mk]−mk+1]
• m2.m
k = 1
3
.
(
(k + 1).b[mk]−mk+1]
• m3.m
k = 1
4
.
(
(k + 1).b[mk]−mk+1]
• m4.m
k = 1
4
.
(
(k + 1).b[mk]−mk+1]
and so we obtain (
a−
7
6
(k + 1).b
)
[mk] =
−1
6
mk+1.
So the initial form of the polynomial annihilating [ω] is equal to the product ordered
from left to right by decreasing k
11∏
k=0
(
a−
7
6
(k + 1).b
)
[mk].
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This gives the following estimate for the Bernstein polynomial
B(ξ) ≤
11∏
k=0
(ξ +
k + 7
6
)
5 Appendix
Define, for v ∈ ⊕pq=0 C
q(U , Kˆer df p−q) given, and q ∈ [0, p] :
Aq :=
∑
j0...jq
ρj0 .dρj1 ∧ · · · ∧ dρjq .v
q
j0...jq
∈ Γ(U, Kˆer df p∞) (F)
A :=
p∑
q=0
Aq
Bq :=
∑
j0...jq
dρj0 ∧ dρj1 ∧ · · · ∧ dρjq .v
q
j0...jq
∈ Γ(U, Kˆer df p+1∞ )
Lemma 5.0.1 Assuming that Dv = 0 we have df ∧A = 0 and dA = 0. Then A rep-
resents the class defined by v in the group Hp(U, (Kˆ•∞, d
•)) via the quasi-isomorphism
(Kˆer df •, d•)→ (Kˆer df •∞, d
•).
proof. As df ∧ Aq = 0 by definition of vq the vanishing of df ∧A is clear. Let us
compute dAq, using the fact that dvq = (−1)q−1.δvq−1 :
dAq = Bq + (−1)q.(−1)q−1
∑
j0,...,jq
q∑
k=0
(−1)k.ρj0 .dρj1 ∧ · · · ∧ dρjq .v
q−1
j0...jˆk...jq
but for j0 . . . jˆk . . . jp fixed, with k ≥ 1∑
jk
dρjk ∧
[
ρj0.dρj1 ∧ . . . dˆρjk · · · ∧ dρjq ∧ u
q−1
j0...jˆk...jq
]
= 0
as we have
∑
j ρj ≡ 1.
dAq = Bq −
∑
j0,...,jq
ρj0 .dρj1 ∧ · · · ∧ dρjq .v
q−1
j1...jq
= Bq −Bq−1
This gives dA = 0, because vp = 0.
The fact that A represents the class v in hypercohomology is standard. 
Lemma 5.0.2 For A ∈ Γ(U, Kˆer df p∞) such that dA = 0, then the class of the
element b[A] ∈ Γ(U, Kˆer df p∞)
/
dΓ(U, Kˆer df p−1∞ ) is represented by Aw where
w = ⊕qj=0 w
j with wj := df ∧ θj−1
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where the θj ∈ C j(U , Ωˆp−j−1∞ ) are inductively defined by the following relations:
A|Ui = (−1)
p−1.dθ0i and dθ
j = (−1)j−1.δθj−1 for j ≥ 1.
Moreover we have A = Dθ ∈ ⊕pj=0 C
j(U , Ωˆp−j∞ ) where we have put
θ := ⊕p−1q=0 θ
q
so that θ lies in ⊕p−1q=0 C
j(U , Ωˆp−j−1∞ ).
Remark that the fact that A is a d−exact C∞ p−form in a neighbourhood of {f = 0}
which may have non trivial cohomology (with values in the constant sheaf C), comes
from the exactness of our de Rham complex : the degree 0 sheaf is defined as f.Ωˆ0
(resp. f.Ωˆ0∞) so the complexes (Ωˆ
•, d•) and (Ωˆ•∞, d
•) are acyclic in all degrees.
proof. The construction of the θj is immediate by the (local) de Rham lemma
(up to pass to a finer covering...). Note that θp−1 = 0 because δθp−1 is d−closed
and the only constant function in the sheaf f.Ωˆ0∞ is 0. Then the relation Dθ = A
is clear. So Dw = 0 and Aw is d−closed by the computation of the previous lemma
and also satisfies df ∧ A = 0. As the operation b is given by the connector of the
exact sequence of complexes
0→ (Kˆ•∞, d
•))→ (Ωˆ•∞, d
•)→ (Iˆ•∞, d
•))[+1]→ 0
the relation A = Dθ implies that b[A] = [df ∧ θ] = [w] = [Aw]. 
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